
Design Approaches to 
Sustainable Consumption
Session 6: Assessing and communicating 
sustainability impacts 
Tatu Marttila 
Thursday 26.1.2023 (9:15-12:00)



Agenda
9:15–9:40 Case work status and next sessions; Recap of last week

- All good with case work?
- Recap of last week sessions
- Next sessions

9:40–10:30 Assessing environmental and social impacts in design

10:30–10:45 Break

10:45–11:10 Communicating impacts in/with design 

11:10–11:40 Exercise in case groups

11:40–12:00 Closing session
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Case work status and 
next sessions…



Case work progress – status check

Presentation session on Tuesday:

• General insights: How did you perceive groups’ idea presentations

• Any general questions about progress and next steps?

• Remember to fix a meeting with tutor to discuss progress…
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Course and case work schedule
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Working days Tuesdays (13-17) Thursdays (9:15-12)
Week 1 (10. & 12.1.) Introduction to course;

DfS introduction (F101)
Case introduction: 
Food system sustainability 
(Q201)

Week 2 (17. & 19.1.) Systemic (PSS) design and 
circular economy (Q201)

Design for sufficiency (Q201)

Week 3 (24. & 26.1.) Presenting case work ideas
(F101)

Assessing and communicating 
sustainability impacts (Q201)

Week 4 (31.1. & 2.2.) Negotiating food systems 
experiments (Q201)

Scaling-up design ideas (Q201)

Week 5 (7. & 9.2.) One planet game session 
(L1–241, Puunjalostustekniikka 1)

Case work tutoring (Q101)
Concept poster by Friday!

Week 6 (14. & 16.2.) Final presentations (F101) Summary discussion (Q101)



Next week sessions: Topics & readings

Tuesday (31.1.): 
Negotiating food systems experiments  
Guest: Philip Hector
Lecture reading:
• Ceschin, F. (2014). How the Design of Socio-

technical Experiments Can Enable Radical 
Changes for Sustainability. International Journal 
of Design.
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Thursday (1.2.): 
Scaling-up design ideas 

Lecture reading:
• Irwin, T. (2018). The Emerging Transition 

Design Approach. DRS 2018 Proceedings.

Remember to begin to reflect on weekly
topics and progress in your learning diary! 



Recap of previous 
sessions



Multilevel focus 
for design
Multilevel perspective adapted to 
design:

”The role of designers is broadening, 
from the creators of physical arte-facts 
to the potential role of facilitators of 
complex societal change processes. 
To support the widening role of the 
designer, there is a need for a design 
supportive model.”  

Multilevel Design Model (MDM) by Joore & 
Brezet (2014)
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Socio-technical systems and 
sustainability transitions
Transition Management (TM) 
methodology is based on a 
multi-level perspective on 
sustainability transitions within 
the socio-technical system 
context, with focus on: 

• Macro-level (landscape)
• Meso-level (regimes)
• Micro-level (niches)



Different types of PSS solutions
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PSS design is a perspective to designing 
any product or service. However, there 
are different types of PSS depending on 
how and where the value is created.

Figure based on Tukker, A. (2004). “Eight types of product–service system: eight ways to sustainability? 
Experiences from SusProNet.” Business Strategy and the Environment (13/4). https://doi.org/10.1002/bse.414

• Product oriented PSS focuses mainly 
to extend the existing product-offering

• Use oriented PSS covers various models 
of leasing/sharing/pooling of products

• Result oriented PSS focuses to deliver a 
(novel) service with a ‘functional result’ 
(i.e., satisfy user need without 
product/material ownership)

https://doi.org/10.1002/bse.414


Some examples of sustainable PSS: 
Services for mobility, food systems, and products
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Car leasing service: no owner-
ship or maintenance, guaranteed 
access with monthly fee

Food delivery service: online 
service with 3rd party delivery

Repair service by mail: ability to 
repair selected product via mail

B2B offerings: sustainability 
improvements (e.g., efficient 
energy, transport) as services

Car sharing and peer-repair 
service: platform for peer-sharing 
and repairing vehicles

Community kitchen: a place for 
community to gather around food

Open repair workshop: a supported 
workshop for repair and tool rentals

B2B collaborations: gather into 
networks to create platforms for 
peer-service and development 

vs.

...Remember a critical perspective in considering sustainability improvements!  



Suffiency – Enoughness
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Watching TV ... requires
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Assessing and 
communicating 
sustainability impacts



Sustainability –
complex to assess…
Prioritization: “Sustainability” vs. 
“Sustainable development”?

Triple-bottom line reporting: 
• Financial bottom line
• Social / ethical performance 
• Environmental performance

Decouple the circles 
– unpack their meaning…
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Source: Ashby et al. (2013) Materials & SD



Bill of materials:
• Mass, density, price; recycled, recyclable?
• Critical materials? (rare, no substitutes, supply 

chain risks, geopolitics)
Energy / carbon footprint:
• How much energy is needed?
• When and where is it needed?
Environment:
• Ecological footprint/handprint
• Toxicity/accumulation
Legistlation:
• Policies & legislative frameworks
• Guidance & Costs
Society and Economics:
• Fairness and quality of life, good jobs
• Risk, investments, competitive advantage

25.1.2023
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Source: Ashby, M. (2012) Materials and the Environment: Eco-
Informed Material Choice
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Source: Ashby, M. (2012) Materials and the Environment: Eco-Informed Material Choice

Process for assessing sustainability of a product-system/technology:



Where to find improvement?
Researching the problem context and its surrounding system, situation and use context 
helps to identify sustainability potential, for example in:

• Design process

• Ecological impacts

• Social context

• Cultural context

• Context of use

• Economic opportunities
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Assessing and communicating impacts of 
consumption and use
Sustainable design considers and communicates the social and environmental effects in 
addition to the economic effects of organizations' actions

• Environmental impact often communicated in the form of carbon footprint

• Social sustainability also becoming an increasingly important component also in 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) communication

Main methods for assessment:
• Material and product life-cycles and life-cycle assessment (LCA) as the cornerstones
• Input-output assessment; Investments of energy, materials vs. output of CO2 etc.
• Also Social LCA connecting with social (& broader economic) impacts
• Environmental return on investment (EROI); Social return on investment (SROI)
• Quantified vs. qualitative data; Remember to consider data validity and comparability!
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Assessing sustainability
– Identifying and analyzing impact ’hotspots’
Analyzing ’hotspots’ of impacts in the system is a necessary step in assessing impact 

This calls for mapping of supply chain, stakeholder network, and production system

Hotspot analysis as a general approach:

• Life cycle assessment and design as a method to identify dominant impacts of 
production, and their mitigation

• Technology assessment also considering connections to regulation and policy 
development 

• Social impacts also assessed by identification of production hotspots, for example in 
UNEP’s Social LCA
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Organizations promoting impact assessment
UNEP, UN Environment Programme, promotes LCA in The Life Cycle Initiative and offers 
also tools for social impact assessment

SETAC, Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, has promoted LCA and 
other environmental assessments worldwide since 1990s

ISO, International Standardization Organization, has standardized LCA in ISO 
14040:2006 (Environmental management — Life cycle assessment — Principles and 
framework)

EMAS, The EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme, is a management tool developed 
by the European Commission for companies and other organisations to evaluate, report, 
and improve their environmental performance. 

C40 Cities and their Climate Leadership Group is a group of 96 cities around the world 
providing tools for cities’ and organizations’ impact assessment
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Golden standards for sustainability 
assessment
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Assessing environmental 
impacts



Types of assessing environmental impacts

Environmentally extended input–output analysis (EEIOA) is used in environmental 
accounting as a tool reflecting different production and consumption sectors of the 
economy

Ø (Carbon) impact per euro in particular production/consumption system (e.g., buying 
vegetables vs. buing meat products)

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) aims at reducing or fully preventing negative 
environmental impacts of products/systems

Ø (Carbon) impact per product (or e.g., kg of food) or functional service-unit

Not only carbon impact assessment, but also other areas of focus (water use, toxics, etc.)

26.1.2023
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Input-output perspective

Originally, an input-output table is a matrix representation of 
a nation’s (or region’s) economy, and an economic tool for 
quantitative analysis of the structure and interdependencies 
of producing and consuming sectors in the economy

Environmental input-output analysis extends the 
assessment to ecological aspects

Utilized in studying impacts of complete sectors in production 
(eg. automotive sector)

25.1.2023
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For more info, see for example: 
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/world-input-
output-database-environmental-accounts



Life-cycle perspective

Sustainable design considers assessment of impacts of every phase of product-life, from 
materials production to use and to disposal. Life-cycle analysis or assessment (LCA) is an 
overall term of the assessment of life phase impacts of products and systems.

25.1.2023
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Source: Ashby, M. (2012) Materials and the Environment: Eco-Informed Material Choice



Life-cycle assessment (LCA)

Design tools for life cycle design range from guidelines and checklists to qualitative tools, 
light-weight eco-auditing tools and finally to full-scale quantitative LCA research, often 
made by specialized industry-specific consultants.
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LCA including an analysis of system boundaries:

Source: Ashby, M. (2012) Materials and the Environment: Eco-Informed Material Choice



Studying value chains, sourcing, and logistics:

See: https://open.sourcemap.com/



Simplified life-cycle assessment (SLCA)

The methodologies used in LCA process can be divided in approaches utilizing quantitative 
or semi-quantitative approach with comparable data on life-cycle impacts, or qualitative 
approach that aims to identify important aspects more broadly

Simplified, or streamlined LCA (SLCA) is divided also in semi-quantitative and qualitative 
strategies, including input-output tools and matrix approaches

Commonly, SLCA tools often emphasize general values over specific numbers from a 
specific assessment: many of them can also combine quantitative and qualitative aspects

For design guidelines to supports life-cycle design, see also Design for Sustainability 
(SDO) toolkit/checklist, in MyCourses.
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Studying and improving life-cycle impacts:
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Source: Ashby, M. (2012) Materials and the Environment: Eco-Informed Material Choice

Identifying main impacts for different products:



Information to support impact assessment 

To be able to compare products and materials and make design choices, there is a need 
for comparable data to support impact assessment

• Ashby, Ferrer, & Bruce (2013). Materials & SD (in MyCourses as optional reading): 
Granta EduPack Sustainability database (on Aalto computers) provides a resource 
for assessing sustainability of products and materials

• The Edupack database can be used to help to gather information on materials (and also 
nations), support material selection, or to perform (product) eco-audits.

• For food impacts, see: The big climate database (denstoreklimadatabase.dk)
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Bill of materials:
• Mass, density, price; recycled, recyclable?
• Critical materials? (rare, no substitutes, supply 

chain risks, geopolitics)
Energy / carbon footprint:
• How much energy is needed?
• When and where is it needed?
Environment:
• Ecological footprint/handprint
• Toxicity/accumulation
Legistlation:
• Policies & legislative frameworks
• Guidance & Costs
Society and Economics:
• Fairness and quality of life, good jobs
• Risk, investments, competitive advantage
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Source: Ashby, M. (2012) Materials and the Environment: Eco-
Informed Material Choice
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Data-tables in Granta Edupack program:

Source: Ashby et al. (2013) Materials & SD



Material input per 
service-unit (MIPS)
• MIPS is an assessment method developed by 

European Wuppertal Institute, used also in 
Finland

• It moves focus to ‘functional efficiency’ 
(remember the functional approach in PSS)

• Used to calculate impacts per ‘service unit’, 
ie. per km travelled, meal served, or single 
use of a product (eg. T-shirt for a day)

• Impact indicators in five categories: Biotic, 
abiotic, air, water, erosion

• However: Complex calculations; Limited 
library of values
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See: http://pavogy.web.elte.hu/Kornyez/Koz_kis/MIPS/ws27e.pdf

http://pavogy.web.elte.hu/Kornyez/Koz_kis/MIPS/ws27e.pdf


Boundaries for impact assessment
– Tiers / scopes 1–3
In assessing impacts of activities, the scope of assessment varies covering only direct 
emissions and emissions (tier [or ‘scope’] 1), with less focus on supply chain emissions; In 
contrast, approaches based on comprehensive environmental life-cycle assessment track 
total emissions across the entire supply chain (tier 3)

• Tier / scope 1: Direct emissions from an industry (factories, vehicles)
14% of total supply chain impact (according to Matthews et al. 2008)

• Tier / scope 2: Direct emissions with energy inputs including Tier 1; represent 26%

• Tier / scope 3:  Emissions of the total supply chain up to the production gate, also 
known as cradle-to-gate (note! may or may not include end-of-life impacts)

Matthews, Hendrickson, & Weber (2008). ”The Importance of Carbon Footprint
Estimation Boundaries.” Environ. Sci. Technol. 2008, 42, 5839–5842
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Assessing impacts of organizations and 
communities (companies and cities)
C40 Cities network has developed Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol for Cities, 
which is an accounting and reporting standard for cities

Ø A global protocol to assess community-scale greenhouse gas Inventories

Greenhouse Gas Protocol provides widely used greenhouse gas accounting 
standard also for companies

Ø See: https://ghgprotocol.org/
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Assessing social impacts



Social impact assessment
Social impact assessment (SIA) as the process of identifying and managing the 
social impacts of industrial projects or activity.

It involves economic and also cultural considerations, and potentially risk 
assessments.

Open questions:
• What are the expected boundaries of assessment, where can a company be expected 

to have impact?
• What are taken as focus areas for improvement and how to balance trade-offs (eg. 

human health vs. local economy)
• How to measure, communicate, and regulate?
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Social LCA (S-LCA)
The objective for conducting a S-LCA is to promote improvement of social 
conditions and of the overall socio-economic performance of a product/material 
production, throughout its life cycle for all of its stakeholders.

The Guidelines for Social (or socio-economic) Life Cycle Assessment of Products 
provides a map, a skeleton and a flash light for stakeholders engaging in the 
assessment of social and socio-economic impacts of products life cycle.

Concept is promoted by UNEP/SETAC in a publication (2009). As an optional 
reading in MyCourses.
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Source: UNEP/SETAC (2009) Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products
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S-LCA framework: Stakeholder mapping

Source: UNEP/SETAC (2009) Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products
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S-LCA framework: 
Impact categories



Social impact assessment – data for 
assessment
In assessing social sustainability, also external background research is often 
needed (eg. earlier research, public media); Even more emphasis is also on local 
actors and networks that can help to access information and identify issues

On a general level, UNDP human development data center 
(http://hdr.undp.org/en/data) offers a variety of national and demographic data

Also other LCA datatables such as Edupack often include information on social 
considerations (eg. demographic data)

Orientation for sustainable design: From preventing/mitigating negative impacts 
to improving conditions across the value chain!
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http://hdr.undp.org/en/data
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Social LCA with Granta Edupack data:



Communicating 
sustainability impacts 
in/with design



Communicating sustainability impacts 
(…with design action)
Different ‘units of analysis’ to assess and communicate:
• Environmental/social input (investments) vs. output (impacts) throughout product 

life-phases

• Environmental/social input/output in product-service-system (on what tier-level?)

• Environmental/social input/output per service encounter

• Environmental/social input/output per ‘functional unit’ that a product-service system 
offers (e.g. washing a shirt; driving 1 km etc.) -> Material Input per Service (MIPS)

Design amplifying and scaling-up sustainability considerations and solutions, 
and enabling connecting to action!
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Communicating impacts of a product

http://www.interfacecutthefluff.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/04/Screen-Shot-2013-04-18-at-16.37.32.png
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Communicating impacts of personal consumption

(For example, see: https://lifestyletest.sitra.fi/)
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Communicating carbon intensity of consumption choices
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Communicating impacts in global view
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Communicating impacts of regions and actions
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Communicating with Sustainable Development Goals
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Communicating with consumer labels, ratings, guidance
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Communicating impacts in corporate social reporting
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Communicating sustainability with design, style, and material choices



Group activity



Exercise in case groups
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Working in case groups, ~30 minutes:

• Continue to work on your case idea in case groups: 

• What could be meaningful ways to assess sustainability? 

• What are the possible sustainability improvements? 

• How to make them visible? How would you communicate main 
messages?

• Who are at the focus of communication?



Thank you!


